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The Two Cultures  

!
Snow’s The Two Cultures and The Scientific Revolution sets out to define the 

problem Snow identified as the divide between literary intellectuals and scientists , and 1

the greater implications of this gap in society. Snow was a scientist who happened to be 

a writer by employment, this position he describes, situated him uniquely as he 

interacted with both scientists and intellectuals daily.  The “two cultures” result in polar 

opposites who fail to comprehend each other.  As a result of this divide, all of society is 2

at loss. He feels that the way to resolve the situation is through changing education by 

expanding it to be more generalized rather than over specialization.  3

The different understandings of the Industrial Revolution are described by Snow as 

a main cause for the “two cultures”. As “the biggest transformation in society since the 

discovery of agriculture” , the Industrial Revolution was one of the only two major 4

changes in social living. Intellectuals did not acknowledge or participate in the revolution 

and scientists weren’t much more involved. Science became involved through it’s ties to 

medicine. This is where Snow defines a distinction between the “old” industrial 

revolution and the new “scientific revolution”. He defines the industrial as the change to 

mechanization and the scientific as the “application of science to industry.”  While the 5

literary intellectuals and academia were unaware and uninvolved in the revolution, 

science became an integral part.  

This has created a lack of understanding, with many academics unable to 

comprehend industry. Out of necessity, scientists were required to learn a bit about 

productive industry. Snow feels that education is the only solution, and it must be 
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changed.  Two Cultures goes on to describe the problem created by the scientific 6

revolution of the industrialized countries becoming more rich and the non industrialized 

becoming poorer.  This creates the divide between the rich and poor. Finally, he 7

describes the need for the separation between the two poles to close, so that society 

can move forward wisely and deal with the gap in economic status.  

I feel that The Two Cultures, while much of it is outdated, is successful in 

identifying and even dramatizing the problems created by overspecialization in a certain 

area. Dramatizing, because dividing all of society into two categories seems 

oversimplified. While some of the points that Snow argues are problematic, the overall 

idea that change is needed in order for the problems created by the separation within 

society caused by the Industrial and Scientific Revolution is valid. While perhaps “two 

cultures” is too simple, it does illustrate the tensions brought about by separation. I feel 

that people would benefit greatly from a deeper understanding of science in both 

academic realms outside of the sciences as well as daily life. With the rise in 

biotechnology and it’s continuing growth, there is a need for a greater awareness of the 

implications of this and the ethics that are needed, in order for society at large to be 

involved rather than only those within the field or industry. This is where I believe this 

course fits in, as it aims to democratize science and increase our understanding of the 

fields of science, technology, and art. 
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